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Why is he important?

Because Grove said so.



Existing information

⦿ Rather little, widely repeated in print and 
online

⦿ Approximate birth date, death date

⦿ One-hit wonder – maybe two
○ “The Band Played On”

○ “Strike Up the Band, Here Comes a Sailor”

⦿ Complicated by shared name with U.S. 
congressman, similar title of Irving 
Berlin’s tune

○ Wikipedia 



In search of 300 words 

⦿ About five months between assignment 

and deadline

⦿ New York Times’ pre-1923, public 

domain archive

● Obituary

● Breadcrumb trail of 13 news items, dating 

back to 1896



More resources

New York

Public Library

Digital Gallery: 

Sheet music







Mass digitization and genealogy

⦿ FamilySearch.org

Local, national, and international public 

records, including census data

Searchable via transcription - big data meets 

crowdsourcing

○ Hoped to find middle name

○ Interesting discrepancy in birth year









Since then…

⦿ Continued to mine historical newspaper 

databases and census records

⦿ Was Ward an orphan?

● 1870 Census – identity not confirmed

● “Bowery Boy” stage persona

⦿ Or did he craft his own back-story?

● One obituary contradicts all other sources, 

says born in Pittsburgh



The Data

⦿ Over 200 news articles and ads for 

Charles B. Ward chronicling a career 

from 1883 to 1915

⦿ Detailed study of the life of a traveling 

vaudeville star, composer, and 

businessman

⦿ Names, places, addresses, tunes, plays, 

colleagues, photos, managers, writers

⦿ Traces career trajectory



“We have the technology!”

⦿ Used more readily accessible Google 

Fusion Tables to generate map

● Recognizes, geocodes addresses, links with 

Google Earth / Streetview

⦿ Numerous tools available for geocoding, 

geospatial visualization

● Runner up: CartoDB



Google Fusion Tables –

Ward in New York

Click here for full map

https://www.google.com/fusiontables/DataSource?docid=1jATJS9SK7IgbBK-xY_qtjoLp1hq7KbQtM1eRmjed#map:id=3


Made possible by Big Data

⦿ None of this could have been done at a 

laptop in Denton, TX, without it

⦿ A large enough haystack to contain a 

few needles, and the OCR and 

metadata to identify them

⦿ Open access

⦿ Much more original research waiting to 

happen



Other works in progress

⦿ The Lexicon of Jazz Invective

⦿Women pianists of the early 20th century 




